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Notation and Definitions

ABS — Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene.

APC — American Plastics Council. A membership organization that consists of about
25 major plastics producers.

ASR — Auto Shredder Residue. The reject material that is landfilled after processing scrap
(such as obsolete cars and appliances) for recovery of metals.

ARA — Automotive Recyclers’ Association. The trade association that represents about
12,000 auto dismantles — companies that typically recycle cars for used parts.

Fines — Materials in ASR less than 0.25 in. Typically fines consist of metal oxides (e.g., rust),
glass, dirt, wood, and small particles of plastics, rubber, and other materials.

ISRI — Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries. The trade association that represents scrap
material recyclers including about 200 shredder operators who recover recyclable metals and
materials from obsolete cars.

Obsolete Scrap — Post-consumer scrap, such as obsolete cars, appliances, and other
household items.

Polyolefins — Polyethylene and polypropylene.

Prompt Scrap — Scrap generated during the manufacturing process; industrial scrap.

PVC — Polyvinyl chloride.

Rebond — The generic term that refers to the process whereby scrap foam is chemically
rebonded to produce recycled foam products.

VRP — Vehicle Recycling Partnership. An organization formed by General Motors, Ford,
and DaimlerChrysler to promote the recycling of obsolete automobiles.
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Abstra .Ct

Argonne National Laborato~ has developed a patented, continuous
process for the recovery of flexible polyurethane foam (PUF) from auto
shredder residue (ASR). To test the process, Argonne researchers conceived of,
designed, and built a continuous foam washing and drying system that was
pilot-tested at a shredder facility for six months. Economic analysis of the
process, using manufacturers’ quotes and operating data from Argonne’s pilot
plant, indicates a payback of less than two years for a plant producing about
1,000 ton/yr of foam. Samples of clean foam were shipped to three major foam
reprocessors; all three indicated that the quality of the PUF recovered by the
Argonne process met their requirements. Tests of the recovered foam by an
independent testing laboratory showed that the recycled foam met the
specifications for several automotive applications, including carpet padding,
headliner, and sound-suppression support materials. Recovery of foam reduces
the mass and the volume of material going to the landfill by about 5% and
30%, respectively. Annually, recovery will save about 1.2 x 1012Btu of
energy, cut the amount of solid waste being Iandfilled by about 150,000 tons,
and eliminate the emission of about 250 tons of volatile organic compounds
(VOCS) into the air.
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Executive Summary

Argonne National Laboratory staff have developed a patented process for the recovery of
flexible polyurethane foam (PUF) from auto shredder residue (ASR). This process evolved
from bench-scale research through continuous pilot operation. The overall continuous process
consists of six basic unit operations: (1) foam separation and screening, (2) sizing, (3) washing,
(4) rinsing, (5) drying, and (6) baling. A preliminary design for a fill-scale plant was also
developed on the basis of the results obtained from the pilot-plant operation, and an economic
analysis of the process was completed. The expected payback is less than 2 yr.

Argonne has conceived of, designed, and built a continuous foam washing and drying
pilot-plant system with a design capacity of 100 lb of foam per hour. The system was pilot-
tested at a shredder facility for 6 months. The system was operated continuously in staged
campaiems with no process upsets. During the pilot operation, over 3.5 tons of clean foam was
produced. The necessary engineering and operations data for designing a commercial-scale
plant and confirming the process economics were also produced during the pilot-plant
operations. Economic analysis of the process, using manufacturers’ quotes and operating data
from the pilot plant, indicates a payback of less than two years for a plant producing about
1,000 tons per year of foam. This amount of PUF is estimated to be recoverable from a
shredder processing 60 cars/h in a single shift.

Samples of clean foam were shipped to three major foam reprocessors: Carpenter Co.,
Vita Foam, and Woodbridge Group. All three indicated that the quality of the PUF recovered
by the Argonne process met their requirements.

Foam recovered by the process was also used for making carpet padding that was installed
and tested in three 1997 vehicles: Jeep Cherokee, Saturn, and the Mercury Villager. The results
indicated that, for this application, the recycled foam performed as well as conventional
materials. Samples of the recovered foam were also sent to an independent testing laboratory to
determine if the foam meets the specifications of some large automotive applications. The test
results showed that the recycled foam met the specifications for several automotive
applications, including carpet padding, headliner, and sound-suppression support materials.

The 185 or so U.S. shredders who shred over 10 million vehicles annually (in addition to
other metals-containing items) produce between 3 and 5 million tons a year of ASR, essentially
all of which is landfilled. The ASR contains about 150,000 tons of recoverable polyurethane
foam, the value of which is about $90 million ($0.30/lb). Recovery of the foam reduces the
mass and the volume of material going to the landfill by about 5% and 30%, respectively.
Annually, recovery will save about 1.2 x 101ZBtu of enerag, cut the amount of solid waste
being Iandfilled by about 150,000 tons, and eliminate the emission of about 250 tons of VOCS
into the air.
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Section 1
Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction

Argonne National Laboratory, in collaboration with the Vehicle Recycling Partnership, the
American Plastics Council, the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, and others, has been
developing technology for cost-effectively recovering recyclable materials from a reject
material commonly referred to as auto shredder residue (ASR). In this project, Argonne’s
objective was to develop a process for cost-effectively recovering flexible polyurethane foam
(PUP) from ASR for reuse in the foam rebond market.

1.2 Background

The scrap recycling industry processes obsolete automobiles and other metal-bearing
consumer durables (such as home appliances) to recover metals for recycling. Because only the
metals are recycled at present, the balance of the materials (such as plastics, glass, rubber, fiber,
etc.) are landfilled.

Almost all obsolete cars are processed for recycling. Typically, obsolete cars are first
processed by the dismantling industry, which recovers usable parts and components for resale
and reuse. There are more than 12,000 auto dismantles located throughout North America.
After reusable parts are recovered, the balance of the car — referred to as the hulk — is
shipped to one of about 185 auto shredders for further processing to recover metals. The auto
hulk is shredded in large hammer-mills that rip the hulk into pieces generally not larger than
about 10 in. in any dimension. In a typical shredder, one auto hulk can be processed in about
60s. After shredding, the ferrous and nonferrous metals are recovered for reuse by the iron and
steel industry and the nonferrous metals industries. In general, the balance of the material is
then Iandfilled. Three to five million tons of residue are Iandfilled each year in North America.
Similar quantities of shredder residue are Iandfilled in Europe and Asia.

Although the composition of shredder residue varies (depending on the types and relative
quantities of source materials processed, as well as the specific technology employed by the
shredder operator), the typical composition of the waste materials that are Iandfilled is 50%
inert material, 25% plastics (including polyurethane foam), 10% moisture, and 15% other
materials (Figure 1).

1.3 Options for Handling Shredder Residue

A wide range of research has been conducted (and is still ongoing) to develop cost-
effective technologies for handling shredder residue. These technologies include the use of
shredder residue as a fuel (i.e., waste to energy), chemical processing (e.g., pyrolysis,
gasification, methanolysis, etc.) to produce fuels and chemicals from shredder residue, and the

5
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Figure 1 Approximate Composition of.ASR (based

on data for a 1981 model year vehicle*)

use of shredder residue as a bulk material (e.g., molding of shredder residue to produce parking
stops.) Much of this work is discussed by Jody et al. [1,9].

As an alternative to handling shredder residue, research has also been conducted to
recover materials from the dismantles’ facilities prior to shredding. In general, dismantling for
materials recovery is not cost-effective, primarily because (1) dismantling for materials
recovery is labor-intensive and (2) only a small amount of material can be recovered at the
more than 12,000 dismantling yards, hence transport costs for recovered materials are generally
prohibitive. The Auto Recyclers Association, the Vehicle Recycling Partnership, and other
organizations are undertaking ongoing research to develop techniques that could reduce these
costs.

The focus of the research conducted at Argonne has been to develop processes for the
extraction of recyclable materials (such as PUF and selected thermoplastics) from shredder
residue for reuse as a substitute for virgin material. This approach is similar to the current
practice of recovering scrap steel from obsolete cars and using it as raw material for the
production of new steel.

Process development research conducted at Argonne for the recovery of materials from
shredder residue is discussed in detail by Jody et al. [1-13] and by Arzoumanidis et al. [14] and
by Brockmeier and McIntosh [15]. This research is briefly summarized below.

* Data, in part, fromMcCellan,T.R., 1983,Modern Plastics, 59(2):50-52.

6
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1.3.1 Characterization of Shredder Residue

Argonne’s initial research focused significant effort on characterizing shredder residue to
determine the variability in its composition. Samples from a number of shredders over the past
10 yr have been collected and analyzed. Although there is some variability in the composition
of shredder residue, the variability is more attributable to (1) the type of shredder system
operated (i.e., wet vs. dry) and (2) the fraction of the feed material that is made up of vehicles
than to any other factors. Table 1 lists the composition and variability of shredder residue.

Table 1 Variability of ASR Composition

As Received Dry Basis
Material wt. ‘YO wt. Yo

Moisture 15*I o
Inerts 45*I o 53
Plastics* 25*5 29
Polyurethane Foam 4ti 5

Automotive Fluids 2i2 2
Other 9*3 11

● Excluding polyurethane foam

1.3.2 Bulk Separation of Shredder Residue

The heterogeneity of shredder residue poses a problem the complexity of the mixture, as
well as the variation in the physical dimensions of the material, requires that a bulk separation
process step be used to separate the “raw” shredder residue into more manageable fractions. To
that end, research was conducted to develop a separation process for the bulk separation of
shredder residue into three basic fractions: (1) polyurethane foam, which is very light and
voluminous; (2) inorganic “fines,” which are relatively dense and less than about 0.25 in. in any
dimension; and (3) a middling fraction, or “plastics concentrate~’ that consists of the balance of
the residue. Conventional bulk separation equipment was tested and found to be inadequate.
Argonne developed and built a unique two-stage trommel to accomplish the bulk separation of
shredder residue. A large-scale pilot plant with a 4,000-lb/h design capacity was built and has
been used successfully to separate shredder residue from a number of shredding operations.
The pilot plant, which is installed and operational at Argonne, is discussed in more detail in
Appendix A.

1.3.3 Use of Shredder Residue Fines

The fines from shredder residue were found to constitute between 25% and 60% of the
weight of shredder residue. The fines fraction, which is material less than 0.25 in. in any
dimension, is essentially metal oxides, glass, dirt, and some plastics and fibers. Some work was
conducted to further separate the fines fraction to produce a highly concentrated iron-oxide
materi’althat might be used as an alternative iron-oxide raw material for cement making. This
work is discussed in Appendix B.

7
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1.3.4 Selective Recovery of Thermoplastics from Shredder Residue

Because a significant fraction of shredder residue is thermoplastics, and because the use of
thermoplastics in cars is increasing, research is ongoing to selectively recover certain
potentially high-volume, high-value thermoplastics for reuse as thermoplastics from shredder
residue. Argonne’s initial technical approach involved using solvents to extract individual
plastics, including ABS, PVC, and a polyolefin blend, from shredder residue. Although the
process was technically feasible in that high-purity resins could be extracted, process
economics were prohibitive because the auxiliary system costs associated with the safety and
environmental control equipment required when solvents are used were prohibitive relative to
the quantity of specific thermoplastics that could be recovered per pound of shredder residue
processed [1-6]. Research has since focused on the development of froth flotation technology
for selectively recovering certain thermoplastics from shredder residue. This research is
ongoing. A brief summary of this work to date is presented in Appendix C.

1.3.5 Thermochemical Conversion of Shredder Residue

Argonne also conducted a limited investigation into the feasibility of thermochemical
conversion of shredder residue. Specifically investigated were controlled thermal extrusion to
produce a synthetic particulate coal and catalytic pyrolysis to produce gaseous and liquid fuels.
Again, although these processes are technically feasible, they are generally not cost-effective
within the economic environment of North America (i.e., low landfill costs and low oil/ener=~
costs relative to those costs in either Europe or Japan, countries in which this type of
technology may be cost-effective) [14-16].



Section 2
Polyurethane Foam Recycling

2.1 Overview and Background

As previously discussed, research indicated the need to separate shredder residue into
three fractions, includhg one consisting of flexible polyurethane foam. Flexible polyurethane
foam accounts for only about 5 weight percent (wt%) but 30 volume percent of the shredder
residue because of the bulkiness of the foam.

Even though the foam is only a small weight per cent of the shredder residue, it is a target
recycle product from shredder residue because the market for recycled foam in North America
is large. The foam rebond industry presently imports about 150 million lb/yr of prompt scrap
foam from Europe and Asia. The imported scrap supplements the more than 1.75 billion lb of
virgin foam used to produce foam products, such as residential and commercial carpet padding,
automotive carpet padding, car seat cushions, and other consumer and automotive products [17].

The viability of using foam recovered from shredder residue to supply the foam rebond
market depends on two key factors: (1) development of a cost-effective process for recovering
foam from shredder residue and (2) confirmation that the recovered foam meets the quality
requirements of the market.

2.2 Process Research and Development

Development of the process for recovering polyurethane foam from shredder residue
evolved from bench-scale research through continuous pilot-scale operation.

2.2.1 Bench-Scale Proof-of-Concept Research

Bench-scale research focused on two issues: (1) developing a mechanism for separating
the foam from the shredder residue and (2) testing solutions for cleaning the foam once it was
recovered.

Bench-scale research on separating shredder residue into three fractions resulted in the
design of a multistep process, including a unique two-stage trommel for the separation of the
foam from the balance of shredder residue (see Appendix A).

The foam recovered from shredder residue must be cleaned because the foam is an
excellent absorber of automotive fluids, dirt, and grime (Fi=qre 2). Up to 5070 of the weight of
the foam, as recovered from shredder residue, is due to moisture, entrained dirt, automotive
fluids, metal dust, metal oxides, and glass. Bench-scale experiments were conducted by using
several organic solvents, including hexane, acetone, perchloroethylene (conventional dry
cleaning solvent), petroleum distillates, and a proprietary “green” solvent. The research was
initially focused on organic solvents rather than aqueous-based solutions because the organic
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solvents could be redistilled and reused, thereby avoiding a wastewater problem that was
anticipated with aqueous-based solutions. All of these solvents were able to clean the foam.
The bench-scale tests consisted of squeezing the foam in the solvent several times. These
solvents can be regenerated by distillation and reused with no apparent reduction in cleaning
capability, except for the “green” solvent that gradually degraded upon thermal regeneration.
Perchloroethylene was then selected for pilot testing because (1) commercial equipment using
it is available, (2) it is not flammable, and (3) R&D is underway in industry to find an
environmentally benign replacement for it.

Small samples (less than 5 lb) of cleaned foam from the bench tests were provided to
potential users of the foam; the users found the samples to be acceptable (see the discussion
below under Product Testing).

Recovered ASR PUF after Cleaning

Recovered ASR PUF after Cleaning

Figure 2 Polyurethane Foam (PUF) as Recovered from
Shredder Residue and after Cleaning

10
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2.2.2 Batch Process Pilot-Scale Testing

After the bench-scale work, pilot-scale testing was done to provide rebond market
customers with large samples for production testing. The objective of this stage was to confirm
that large quantities of foam could be cleaned to meet the requirements of the rebond market
and to confirm that the recovered foam could be reused successfully with the existing processes
of the foam rebonders.

To produce large quantity samples (i.e., 2004b bales of recovered and cleaned foam),
Argonne built a batch pilot-plant by using modified conventional dry cleaning equipment
(washing machine and dryer). The cleaning solution used was perchloroethylene, the
conventional dry cleaning solvent. The equipment also included a distillation unit (for
regenerating and recovering the perchloroethylene) and a foam baler. The baler densified the
foam into 200-300-lb bales for shipment.

The equipment was installed at a shredding facility and operated to produce more than
4000 lb of clean foam for evaluation and testing by foam rebonders. Although rebonders found
that the recovered foam product was acceptable (see Section 2.9), operation of this batch pilot-
plant revealed the following process limitations:

1. Labor requirements for a batch process would be cost-prohibitive in a full-scale
operation. A fully continuous process was required.

2. Perchlorethylene was effective as a cleaning agent for the foam, and the solvent could
be regenerated and recovered at more than a 99% recovery rate. However, the dirt
removed from the foam during the cleaning process contained trace amounts of
pe.rchloroethylene. At a perchloroethylene concentration of 7 or more parts per
million, the dirt would have to be disposed of as a hazardous waste. Disposal of the
dirt as a hazardous waste would be cost-prohibitive. An alternative cleaning solution
was required.

3. Using conventional equipment to dry the foam was time-consuming, requiring
residence time of more than 3 h for effective drying. This drying time would result in
cost-prohibitive capital costs for the drying equipment. A new dryer desi=g was
required.

2.2.3 Continuous Process Pilot-Scale Testing

A continuous wash, rinse, and drying process with a design capacity of 100 lb/h was
designed and tested to confirm that the limitations identified during the batch-process pilot tests
were eliminated. The equipment is described in more detail below as part of the overall foam-
recovery process that has evolved from this development effort. The wash, rinse, and drying
equipment essentially consists of three linear conveyors. In each of the three conveyors, the
foam is compressed sequentially and released to mechanically assist in the washing, rinsing,
and drying of the foam, The residence time for drying the foam in this equipment is less than
15 rnin, while in the conventional rotary drum dryer, drying time is 3 h.

11
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A bench-scale testing campaign was conducted to screen environmentally acceptable
aqueous surfactants and detergents that can be used to clean the foam as an alternative to
perchloroethylene. Although other organic solvents had been screened during the early bench-
scale research discussed above, the other organic solvents were cost-prohibitive because of the
high cost of explosion-proof equipment that would have been required. Aqueous-based

surfactants and detergents that were tested include DowFax, Tauranol ML, Triton SP190,
Alcodet 260, Igepal CO-630, a mixture of Alcodet 260 and Igepal CO-630, Biosolve, Triton
SP1 35, Niaproof 08, Aquatek RP-21 01, Gemtex SC-77, and Alconox. Most of these cleaning
agents were successful in cleaning the foam, given enough time and surfactant. SP190 was able
to achieve a high level of cleanliness in a short residence time and at temperature and pH
conditions that do not adversely affect foam quality. The emulsified “oils” were easily
separated from the water solution containing this surfactant by de-emulsification at acidic pH.
This surfactant was used in the continuous pilot-scale tests.

The continuous 100-lb/h pilot equipment was installed at a shredder location and operated
for about three months. The pilot facility was successfully operated continuously in staged
campai=~s. At the conclusion of the test, about 10,OOOlb of dirty pm was successfully
recovered and cleaned and supplied to the foam rebond market for testing and evaluation. This
product also met the quality requirements of the rebond market. A product data sheet was also
prepared (see Appendix D).

Basic design considerations of the process are discussed in Appendix E and reference [18].
The resultant overall foam recovery process (including mass balances, waste streams, and
process costs) is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.3 Polyurethane Foam Recovery Process

The overall process consists of six basic unit operations: (1) ASR screening and PUF
recovery, (2) sizing, (3) washing, (4) rinsing, (5) drying, and (6) baling, as shown in Fi=~re 3.
The heart of the system is the patented linear continuous wash, rinse, and dry equipment of
unique design, which is described more fully below.

2.3.1 Unit Operation 1: ASR Screening and PUF Recovery

PUF can be recovered from ASR in any number of mechanisms, including hand-picking.
However, the more cost-effective approach is to recover the PUF from the non-ferrous material
stream that is typically conveyed to an eddy-current separator for the recovery of non-ferrous
metals in many shredder facilities. In this arrangement, the non-ferrous fraction from the
shredder will contain all material, except the ferrous metals recovered magnetically. Typically,
this material is fed to a trornmel to reject -5/8-in. fines before the stream reaches the eddy
current separator. Following the eddy current separator, the non-metallic fraction or reject from
the eddy-current separator would be fed to a slotted trommel that is similar in desia~ to the
second stage of the two-stage trornmel desia~ed by Argonne (see Appendix A) for

12
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Figure 3 Block Flow Diagram of the PUF Recovery Process

separating dirty PUF from shredder residue. The recovered foam at this stage will vary
considerably in physical dimensions.

2.3.2 Unit Operation 2: PUF Sizing

The PUF is then conveyed by belt to a shredder to reduce all of the foam to a consistent
size (pieces of about 2-5 in.). Size reduction is necessary for effective cleaning and subsequent
drying of the foam and helps to liberate entrained dirt and metals. The sized foam is then
conveyed to the washing operation.

2.3.3 Unit Operations 3,4, and 5: Washing, Rinsing, and Drying

Washing, rinsing, and drying of the sized foam is accomplished in a continuous, three-
stage linear system, as shown in Fi=~re 4.

The photograph (Figure 4) shows the equipment used during testing at Argonne (before
the field test was conducted in the latter half of 1997). As shown in the photograph, the sized
foam is conveyed into a hopper that meters the sized foam into the wash station. The wash
station, located between the end of the conveyor and just on the other side of the two personnel
on the steps, consists of two sections. In the first section, heavy tramp is removed from the
sized foam. The foam floats and moves into the wash section via solution flow. In the wash
section, an indexed squeeze conveyor moves the foam forward to the rinse station while
compressing and releasing the foam at about 20 cycles/rein. This process ensures that any
entrained oils and dirt are removed. The design of the rinse station is the same as that of the
wash section of the wash tank. In the photoewaph, clean foam, which is pale, is exiting the rinse
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Figure 4 Wash, Rinse, and Dry Continuous
Equipment

tank as it is being fed into the linear dryer at the very top right of the photograph. The dryer is
also a conveyor system, with a series of rollers above the conveyor that compress and release
the foam. This type of action is essential to accomplish drying of the PUP in any reasonable
residence time. In a conventional rotary dryer, a residence time of over 3 his required. In the
linear squeeze dryer designed by Argonne staff, the residence time is less than 15 min.

Washing: The sized foam is then washed in a linear washing machine that automatically
conveys the foam through the machine while subjecting the foam to a series of squeezes to
reject entrained dirt. The wash tank consists of two sections. In the first section, any tramp
metals or other heavies are allowed to settle as the foam is moved to the washing section.
Tramp materials are screw-conveyed from the bottom of the tank. The aqueous-based washing
solution contains a surfactant for the liberation of entrained oils and dirt. The temperature of
the wash water is maintained between 130”F and 180”F, depending upon the surfactant being

14
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used. The dirty wash water cycles through hydrocylones and to a settling tank, in which water
is recycled continuously back to the wash tank. Oils are skimmed and entrained solids are
screw-conveyed from the bottom of the settling tank for disposal. Typically, producing 500 tons
of clean foam will require processing about 600 tons of dirty foam. The dirty foam will contain
about 75 tons of entrained wet dirt and about 25 tons of entrained oils.

Rinsing The rinsing operation is essentially the same as the washing operation. Rinsing is
done with only 180°F water. Foam from the rinse tank is discharged to the dryer and passes
through a pair of soft rubber-covered squeeze rolls. A vacuum is also induced on the foam as it
is squeezed to prevent the foam from re-absorbing the water. This de-watering mechanism
reduces the water carryover from the rinse tank down to about 0.6 lb per pound of foam.

Drying: The clean foam is then dried in a linear squeeze conveyor dryer. Residence time in the
dryer is less than 15 tin; within this period, the retained moisture content is less than two
weight per cent in the foam. Heated air is used to dry the foam.

2.3.4 Unit Operation 6: Baling

The clean, dry foam is then conveyed to a horizontal baler to densify the foam for
shipment to the customer. A horizontal continuous baler is used to produce bales that weigh
between 200 and 300 lb with dimensions of 2 ft by 2 ft by 5 ft (Figure 5). Foam balers that can
produce 800-lb bales are also commercially available.

Figure 5 Clean PUF Bales
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2.4 Process Mass Balance

Producing 100 lb of clean and dry PUF typically requires processing about 3,000 lb of
ASR. The actual yield of clean PUF will, of course, vary at each shredder, depending on the
mix of obsolete cars relative to other materials being shredded and the type of shredding
process. Typically, 3,000 lb of ASR will yield about 150 lb of PUF material. The balance of the
stream contains plastics, fines, and other materials. The PUF material will be fed to a foam
shredder for size reduction before it enters the wash tank of the continuous foam-washing and
drying process. The PUF material will contain about 127 lb of dirty foam and about 23 lb of
tramp material (such as wire, metal, plastics, and rubber).

Cleaning the dirty foam will require about 1 lb of chemicals (surfactants, detergents, etc.)
and about 115 lb (14 gal) of make-up water. About 78 lb (or about 9.5 gal) of the make-up
water is required to offset the evaporative water losses, and the balance of the make-up water is
dragged out with the reject streams. In the process, the following reject streams are generated
(Figure 6):

I. Heavy solids from the Wash Tank (23 lb). These solids are pieces of rubber, plastics, and
metals that are carried over with the PUF during the separation of the PUF from the ASR.
These solids contain about 20 wt% non-ferrous metals. These materials will be allowed to settle
to the bottom of the wash tank, and then they will be screw-conveyed from the wash tank for
further processing to recover the metals and maybe some of the plastics.

2. Dirt and oils entrained in the PUF (40 lb). The solid dirt will be recovered from the wash
water and rinse water settling tanks. Oils will be skimmed from the wash water settling tank or
recovered from an ultra-filtration unit treating the water in this settling tank. The mass of the
dry solid waste is about 21 lb (35 lb wet). The oils stream (about 5 lb) contains about 1 lb total

solids, more than 2 lb water, and less than 1 lb automotive fluids.

3. Waste water (25 lb). About 25 lb of waste water will be extracted from the wash tank and
replaced with water from the rinse tank. The same amount of fresh water will be added to the
rinse tank to maintain clean wash and rinse water.

4. Water loss by evaporation (78 lb). Water loss by evaporation is primarily from the dryer
(61 lb). In addition, about 17 lb of water is evaporated from the rinse and wash tanks.

2.5 Disposition of the Process Reject/Waste Streams

1. Heavy solids from the Wash Tank (23 lb). This stream is not considered a waste stream from
the foam cleaning process. It consists essentially of plastics and metals carried over from the
ASR. Therefore, it will be returned to the shredder for further processing to recover the metals
and maybe the plastics.
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2. Solid Waste. The amount of solid waste (dirt) from the wash water and rinse water setting
tanks is about 21 lb (35 lb wet). This stream is rich in iron-oxide and silicon-oxide, and it is
made mostly of fine particles (less than 0.25 in.). Because these solids are washed as the foam
is washed, they contain fewer oils and other organics, such as PCBS, than the original ASR
(this was confirmed by TCLP analysis). Because the material passed TCLP testing, it could be
used as a source of iron-oxide units, or it could be disposed of in landfills, along with regular
ASR. (The TCLP test results are given in Table F.1 in Appendix F.)

3. Oils. The amount of oils, or oily water, skimmed from the wash water settling tank is about
5 lb, of which about 2 lb is water. In the field test, the oily water was separated by using an
ultra-filtration unit. TCLP analysis on this stream was conducted, and it passed TCLP testing.
(The results are given in Table F.2 in Appendix F.)
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4. Waste water-.This stream consists of about 25 lb of waste water extracted from the wash
tank. TCLP analysis on this stream was also conducted, and it passed TCLP testing. (The
results are given in Table F.3 in Appendix F.) This stream contains about 3.7 wt% total solids
and about 42 mg/L total zinc. This material is also not hazardous and can be disposed of as
sewer water, unless the specific requirements of the local municipality do not allow it.

2.6 Process Costs

Process economics are estimated on a design basis of 1,000 ton/yr of clean foam produced
in an eight-hour shift operating 300 days/yr. This amount is equivalent to a design capacity of
about 840 lb/h, which equates to the estimated amount of flexible foam that can be recovered
from about 60 shredded cars per hour.

The total capital investment is estimated at $700,000 for all unit-operations equipment.
This investment includes the cost of the PUF tromrnel, the PUF shredder, the continuous
washing and drying equipment, and the foam baler. The cost does not include contractor’s
engineering fees, license fees, or taxes and permit fees.

Approximately two barrels of oil waste water would be produced each day and would have
to be disposed of by a waster handler. The cost is estimated at $ 100/bbl, on the basis of pilot-
plant data.

Table 2 PUF Recovery Process Costs

Expenditure or
Type of Expenditure or Earning Earning ($)

Annual Revenues @r$0.30/lb foam
Credit for Avoided Disposal @ $20.00/ton

Total Annual Revenues

Operating Costs:

Labor, 2 operatorsat$18/h
Electricity, 150 kWh/h @$O.1O/kWh
Natural Gas, 1 million Btu/h @ $4.00/million Btu
Chemicals, 0.01 lb/lb foam @ $0.85/lb
Disposal Costs for Wet Dirt @ $20.00/ton
Disposal Costs for Oils @ $100.00/barrel

Maintenance, @ 3.5% of Capital

Total Annual Operating Costs

Annual Earnings before Interest, Taxes,
Depreciation and Amortization

600,000
20,000

620,000

86,400

36,000
9,600

17,000
8,000

63,500
22,750

243,250

376,750
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2.7 Market Potential for Recycled Foam

In North America, about 2,1OOmillion pounds of PUF is used per year [17]. The demand
for foam in North America has been increasing because of increasing domestic production of
vehicles (Figure 7). The largest customer for foam products is the automotive industry, which
uses about 500 million lb/yr for various applications, including carpet padding, seat cushions,
sound insulation, and interior dash and trim panel padding.
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Figure 7 U.S. Foam Consumption by the Transportation and
Furniture Industries

The supply of foam is typically met from about 1,750 million lb/yr of “virgin” foam
produced from chemicals, 200 million lb/yr of prompt scrap foam from the domestic market,
and 150 million lb/yr of prompt scrap foam imported from Europe and Asia. The estimated cost
of virgin foam is about $0.80-1.50/lb. Scrap foam prices are quite volatile and can vary from
$0.15 to $0.60/lb. On average, the long-term price for scrap foam is estimated at $0.30/lb.

2.8 Market Opportunity/Supply Side

There are an estimated 185 shredding operations located throughout the United States. The
total amount of foam potentially recoverable from these operations is estimated at
300400 million lb/yr.

For the process to be viable, however, the minimum annual quantity of foam recovered
from a single site must exceed 1.5 million lb. About 45% of the shredders in the United States
are not expected to meet this threshold production potential. The distribution of the number of
shredders and the total percent of foam recoverable as a function of the annual PUF recovery
potential per shredder is shown in Figure 8. For example, 9% of all shredders are expected to
process only enough vehicles that wot.dd yield less than 1 million lb/yr of foam. Only 5% of the
PUF recoverable from all shredders is recoverable from the smallest 9% of the shredders.
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About 45% of all shredders do not have the potential to produce at least 1.5 million lb/yr of
PUF. The amount of PUF potentially recoverable from this 45% is approximately only 30% of
the PUF recoverable for all shredders.

The market potential for the foam recovery process will also be constrained by the type of
shredding operation and, in particular, to the extent that the shredder uses water for dust control
during the shredding operation. On the basis of our experience, we estimate that 25% of the
shredding operations are such that the foam recove~ process would not be cost-effective. If
this is the case, then the upper limit on the market potential for the Argonne foam recovery
process is about 50% (70% potential after production threshold cut of 75% because of
operations*) of the total foam potentially recoverable from U.S. shredders.

I

III_Shredder

Foam
g;
cd

<1.0 1.1-1.5 1.6-2.5 2.5-3.5 >3.5

PUFRecovery Potenfial

(million lb/w)

Figure 8 Distribution of Shredders and Foam Recovery
Potential (as a per cent of total) as a Function of the
Annual Recovery Potential per Plant Site

2.9 Recycled Foam Product Testing

During each stage of the process development effort, samples of the recovered and
processed foam were supplied to potential customers to confirm the acceptability of the foam
for reuse.

* This would indicatethat the marketpotentialfor the Argonnefoamrecoveryprocess is about
150-200 millionpoundsper year.
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At the initial stages, small samples (less than a few pounds) were supplied for evaluation.
At that stage, the principal objective was to visually inspect the sample to determine if the foam
was sufficiently clean. The foam had to meet three criteria: (1) visual cleanliness with no
entrained metals, (2) no odor, and (3) no entrained oils. In terms of these three criteria, foam
produced by the bench-scale work was equal to or better than prompt scrap foam from other
sources:

Larger quantities of foam were supplied subsequently for more quantitative testing.
Samples of the material produced by the batch pilot plant were tested for strength properties,
odor, and fogging. The results were all in the acceptable range for many automotive
applications. The next step was to make vehicle components with the recycled foam for testing
as sound-suppression products. These products were tested in three 1997 models (Jeep
Cherokee, Mercury Villager, and Saturn). The performance of the recycled foam was compared
with that of fiberpad material. The results are shown in Fi=mre9. The acoustic performance of
the recycled foam (6 lb/ft3Argonne foam) was equivalent to that of the conventional fiberpad.

Large samples of foam were submitted to several scrap-foam rebonders during the project
for evaluation (Figure 10). Cleaned foam was sent to a foam rebonder that processed it into
foam logs weighing about 750 lb each; the rebonder processed the foam in exactly the same
manner as it would process prompt foam scrap, using the same ratio of steam and chemicals.
The foam logs were then allowed to dry, and then they were sliced into different densities and

I I I I I I I I
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Cleaned Foam

Slicing Foam “Log”

Rebonded “Foam Logs”

Foam Ready for Shipment

Figure 10 Recovered Foam from ASR Made into Carpet Padding

prepared for shipping. Some of the products made from these samples are being tested in a
number of vehicles in the United States and Canada [19].
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Section 3
Conclusions

At Argonne, staff have conceived of, developed, and tested a process for recovering PUF
from shredder residue. The process has evolved from bench-scale proof-of-concept to
successful process demonstration at a shredding facility. During process development, samples
of recovered PUF were supplied to potential customers. Potential customers found that the PUF
recovered by means of the Argonne process met their quality requirements and performed as
well as competing virgin materials and prompt industrial scrap foam.

Argonne’s cost analysis, which is based on pilot-plant operations using vendor quotes,
indicates the capital cost for a l, OOO-ton-per-yearPUF plant is about $700,000. The payback
period on this investment is estimated to be less than two years, on the basis of a PUF market
price of $0.30/lb.
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for recovery of certain materials and discuss experimental procedures, apparatus design,
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Appendix A
The Argonne Bulk Mechanical

Separation Pilot Plant

To study the behavior of ASR in a mechanical separation system, a batch laboratory
classification column with air elutriation was built. This system was used to identify
mechanisms that can be implemented to concentrate various fractions of ASR, such as foam,
iron-oxide fines, and plastics. Data obtained from this apparatus were used to desi=~ and build
a 2-ton/h pilot facility. This facility is shown in Figure A. 1. The experimental facility has a
specially designed multistage trommel, a shredder, barrel/gaylord loaders, and conveyors with
magnetic pulleys and a trommel. It also has (not shown in Figure A. 1) an eddy current separator
and a heavy-duty granulator. The facility offers the flexibility of operating all of the units
simultaneously or operating some while the others are de-energized.

The facility can be and has been utilized to size reduce and/or separate a number of
materials of interest, including ASR, complete automobile instrument panels, computer
housings, radios, and other materials. In the case of ASR, the ASR bypasses the shredder and
enters the trornmel for separation. The first stage in the tromrnel is equipped with a l/4-in.
screen to separate the fines that are smaller than 1/4 in. This screen is exchangeable with
screens of other sizes when required. The second stage is equipped with longitudinal slots in a
staggered arrangement. Flat plastic pieces that are smaller than the width and length of the slots
fall through the slots and are conveyed over a magnetic pulley to catch any ferrous pieces that
were separated with the plastics. The width of these slots is adjustable by a mobile sleeve.
Materials that exit the trommel are passed over a gate that can be adjusted to drop odd-shaped
pieces that are smaller than a certain size through the preset gate, while the foam pieces are
assisted by an air jet, which causes the pieces to “jump” over the gate. The separated foam is
also passed over a magnetic pulley to separate any ferrous contaminants. The three fractions
leaving the trommel (fines, plastics-rich, and the foam) can be cleaned and purified to produce
recyclable products.
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Appendix B
Use of Shredder Residue’s Inorganic Fines

The fines (particles smaller than 1/4 in.) constitute between 30 and 55 wt% of the ASR
mass. The fines are separated as a by-product of the foam and plastics separation process. A
typical metallic composition of fines (total and after magnetic separation) is shown in
Table B.1. The fines also contain between 20 and 30 wt% organic material and moisture. The
balance is oxygen because the metals are present mostly as oxides. Because these fines are rich
in iron and silicon oxides, they might feasibly be used as a source of iron-units in cement
production.

Table B.1 Elemental Metal Analysis of the Total Fines and the Magnetic
Fraction of the Fines

Magnetic Fines Magnetic Fines
Total Fines after One Passa after a Second Passb

Element (Wt%) (Wt%) (Wt%)

Iron
Silicon
Calcium
Sodium
Zinc
Aluminum
Magnesium

Titanium
Barium
Potassium
Lead
Manganese
Nickel
Boron
Chromium
Copper
Zirconium
Cobalt
Totals

16.00
11.00
3.50
2.20
2.00
1.50
1.20
0.40
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.18
0.15
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.01

39.20

35.00
5.00
2.20
0.45
1.60
0.65
0.30
0.22
0.18
0.11
0.19
0.27
0.17
0.04
0.09
0.05

0.02
0.01

46.55

73.80
1.34
0.48
0.24
0.44
0.22
0.12
0.06
0.15
0.05
0.13
0.32
0.20
0.01
0.08
0.08
0.01
0.01

77.82

a Average of six samples.

b One sample was analyzed.

Several cement companies were contacted to see if the fines could be used. Their main
concerns regarding the total fine fractions were (1) low iron content, (2) high zinc content,
(3) high alkali metals (sodium and potassium) content, and (4) high organics content. The first
three affect the properties of the cement, and the fourth may increase air emissions because the
iron units are added in the lower temperature zones of the kiln. Therefore, it was necessary to
further separate these fines to meet the specifications of the cement makers.
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By using magnetic separation, the fines were separated into a magnetic fraction and a non-

ma=~etic fraction. The magnetic fraction is, on average, about 40% of the total fines. Although
the iron contents more than doubled, the organic content was still approximately 15 wt%.
Subjecting the magnetic fines to a second magnetic separation stage produced a material with
less than 5 wt% organics and less than 0.5 wt% zinc and lower levels of sodium and potassium.
The chemistry of the fines after the second stage of magnetic separation meets the criteria for
use as a source of iron units. This fraction constitutes about 35~o of the weight of the total
fines.

The composition of the ma=gjetic fraction in general depends upon the moisture level in
the ASR. Wet ASR does not separate as cleanly as dry ASR. Therefore, the level of organics
and other nonmae~etic material in the magnetic fraction is expected to increase as the moisture
content of the ASR increases.

A sample of maa~etic fines was TCLP tested, and it passed the test. The TCLP test results
are given in Table B.2.

Table B.2 Results of the TCLP Analvsis of
flaanetic Fines Derived from ASR -

Material

Metals:

Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Total Chromium

Concentration RCRA Max
(mg/L) (mglL)

<0.01 5

1.1 100
<0.05 1
<0.05 5

Vinyl chloride

1,1 Dichloroethene
Methyl ethyl ketone
Chloroform
1,2 Dichloroethane
Carbon tetrachloride
Benzene
Trichloroethene
Tetrachloroethene
Chlorobenzene

1,4 Dichlorobenzene
Pyridine
Heptachlor

Chlordane
Methoxy chlor

<0.04
<0.100
<0.02
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.06

<0.04
<0.100

<0.04

<0.05
<0.5
<0.0006

<0.001

<0.007

0.2
0.7

200
6
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.7

100
7.5

5
0.008

0.03
10
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Table B.2 (Cont.)

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (m@l-) (mdL)

Lead <0.05 5
Mercury <0.01 0.2
Selenium 0.14 1
Silver <0.05 5

Irganics:

O Cresol <0.03 200
M Cresol <0.03 200
P Cresol <0.03 200
Hexachloroethane <0.07 3
Nitrobenzene <0.03 2
Hexachlorobutadiene <0.08 0.5
2,4,5 Trichlorophenol <0.04 400
2,4,6 Trichlorophenol <0.03 2
2,4 Dinitrotoluene <0.02 0.13
Hexachlorobenzene <0.02 0.13
Pentachlorophenol <0.06 100
Lindane <0.0005 0.4
Heptachlor epoxide <0.08 0.008
Endrirr <0.003 0.02
Toxaphene <0.05 0.5
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Appendix C
Selective Recovery of Thermoplastics

by Using Froth Flotation

In a related program that recovers plastics from obsolete home appliances, a froth flotation
process was developed and pilot tested to separate ABS and high-impact polystyrene (HIPS).
The waste stream is first granulated to about l/4-in. pieces, and then the light materials (rigid
foam insulation, polyethylene, and polypropylene) are separated by conventional sink/float
methods. The heavier materials (PVC, nylons, and residual metals) are also separated by using
conventional sink float techniques. This leaves a middling fraction that is essentially the ABS
and the HIPS material. The Argonne froth flotation process has been pilot tested and was
shown to be capable of separating the ABS and the HIPS from this mixture in purities greater
than 99% and yields greater than 80%.

Argonne conducted limited testing to extend this process to ASR plastics. The following
comments and observations are in order:

● The first step in recovering the plastics was to identify the plastics that are present in
the largest quantities and have the highest market value. The results are presented in
Table Cl, for cars and appliances built in 1985.

Table C.1 Values and Quantities of the Major Plastics in ASR

Fraction of
Plastics in ASR Total Plastics Plastics Value

Plastic Type (10’ lb)’ in ASR (lo’)

Polypropylene
ABS
Pvc
Flexible foam
Nylons
Polyethylene
Polyester TP
Polycarbonates
High-impact polystyrene

455
434

366
360
208
186
84

73
73

0.144
0.138
0.117
0.114
0.066
0.059
0.027
0.023

0.023

107
193
77

192
155
49
50
77
16

a Assuming 100VOof automobiles and 60V0of appliances are shredded.

b The quantity of HIPS in ASR is small. However, when refrigerators are shredded separately, it
will be the second largest component in the waste stream.

“ Plastics in ASR are greater in number than in the reject material from shredding one
item (such as refrigerators) or related items (such as home appliances). ASR plastics
include plastics from refrigerators and all other home appliances, in addition to the
automotive plastics. The list includes, in descending order of concentration,
polypropylene, ABS, PVC, polyurethane foam, polyester thermoset, nylons,
polyethylene, other urethanes, PPO styrene, polyester thermoplastics, SMA, HIPS,
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polyurethane rigid foam, polycarbonates, acrylics, phenolics, PP EPDM modified,
acetals, PC PBT, ionomers, butyrals, SAN, ABS/PC alloys, PPO nylons, epoxies,
polyester elastomers, and alkydes. Many others are also present in smaller quantities,
and new ones are added to the list every year. Obviously, as the number of species in
the mixture increases, the difficulty in identifying froth flotation solutions and
conditions that are selective toward only one of the mixture components increases.
Therefore, multiple concentration and frothing steps will be required to produce quality
material. The growth in the use of major automotive plastics is shown in Figure C.1.

● Plastics in ASR contain a higher level of surface contamination than the plastics in
waste streams generated by shredding refrigerators and home appliances. Because froth
flotation is, to a large extent, a surface phenomenon, the surfaces need to be cleaned.
Water and surfactants can be used for cleaning. The resulting wastewater is not likely
to be a hazardous waste.

● The plastics mixture must be granulated to a size of about 1/4 in. The granulation
should be done after sinldfloat techniques are applied to concentrate the targeted
plastics and remove the metals.

Results obtained so far indicate that froth flotation is a very promising technique for
separating durable plastics from appliance and automotive shredder waste streams. Argonne
has successfully tested, at the bench scale, a process to separate PP from a mixed-plastics
fraction that was floated in water at a specific gravity of 103 by using a solution having known
specific gravity, pH, and surface tension. The PP concentration in the floating material was
greater than 99%. The PP yield was about 65%. An invention disclosure for this process has
been prepared.

Froth flotation experiments were conducted to recover ABS, PC, and ABS/PC materials
from unused, shredded 1997 instrument panel shells. The ABS, PC, and ABWPC materials
were recovered at purity levels in the upper 90’%range and with a yield of over 90%. However,
when we applied the same conditions to materials derived from used, shredded complete
instrument panels that were removed from scrapped automobiles, the purities and the yields
were in the 80% range. Similarly, lower yields (-50’ZO)and high purities (-98%) were observed
when the same conditions were applied to a mixture of “white plastics” that were handpicked
from ASR. Nevertheless, the results are encouraging and indicate that higher yields and purities
can be achieved when the conditions are properly modified and optimized.

The history of the plastic material is expected to affect its behavior in the froth flotation
solution. This change in behavior maybe due to a number of factors, including the following:

● Presence of “oils” and other contaminants on the surface that will highly affect the
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the material.

● Surface composition might have changed over the years because of oxidation reactions
and exposure to UV light.

c-2
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“ Surface roughness is likely to change upon shredding and handling in mechanical
systems, which may result in uneven distribution of the surface forces over the surface
of the plastic chips.

● Different grades and formulations of a given plastic material have been produced over
the years.

Therefore, such a surface is expected to behave differently from that of the corresponding
virgin pellets made today. It is important to conduct experiments with the actual material that is
to be separated before attempting large-scale production runs.

Separation of ASR plastics using froth flotation could potentially be economically
attractive. It is premature at this stage to quantitatively estimate the production cost of the
various plastics. However, it appears that for the high-value and large-volume engineered
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materials, such as the ABS, PC, and ABWPC alloys, froth flotation will be economical.
Polypropylene is also an attractive plastic to pursue because it is the largest plastic fraction in
ASR, and its use is expected to continue to increase (Figure C. 1). In addition, separation of the
light olefinic fraction is required as part of concentrating the other plastics.
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Appendix D
Recycled Foam Material Information Sheet

NOTE: The following information follows the format of a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
and was compiled for polyurethane foam recovered from auto shredder residue. It is not,
however, intended to be an MSDS.

COMPOSITION/INGREDIENTS

Components: Chemical Formula: several types of flexible polyurethane foam.
Synonyms: Polyfoam sponge, Polyfoam plastic sponge, Etheron
Sponge, Polyurethane ester foam, polyurethane ether foam,
Polyurethane sponge, foam rubber. It may contain low levels of
PCBS, Silica, metal fines.

HEALTH LSAFETY

Primary routes of entry: Inhalation

Acute health hazards: Ingestion: May cause choking.

Inhalation: Dust generated during cutting can be a nuisance.

Skin contact: May cause mechanical skin irritation.

Eye contact: The dust may cause eye irritation.

FIRST AID MEASURES

Emergency first aid
procedures: Eye contact: Flush eyes with potable water for at least 15 minutes.

Skin contact: Wash skin with water and soap.

Inhalation: Remove to a fresh air environment.

Ingestion: May cause choking if ingested. Call a physician
immediately. Remove foam from mouth and throat.
Have patient checked by a physician for any residual
foam in the throat and esophagus.

D-1
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FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES

Flash point

Extina~isher media:

Special fire
fighting procedures:

Unusual i-ireand
explosion hazards:

RELEASE MEASURES

In case of spill:

Waste disposal:

Other precautions:

>200”C

Carbon dioxide and dry chemicals. Water should not be used
because at high temperatures, it results in the hydrolysis of the
foam and the hydrolysis products include polyols and isocyanates.

When heated to decomposition, or in the case of fire, it emits
acrid smoke and fumes of CN and NO.. Wear NOISH/MSHA-
approved, self-contained breathing apparatus to prevent breathing
of CN and NO. and full protective equipment.

Foam can emit combustible gases, making flashback possible. It
also bums with high-temperature heat.

Material is a solid; sweep up, no need for special precautions.

Can be disposed of in regular landfills in accordance with local,
state, and federal re=g-dations.

Notify the local fire companies of the presence of large quantities
of foam.

HANDLING AND STOR4GE

Handling procedures: It may contain small pieces of wire, metals, or glass.

Storage: Store in a dry environment at ambient conditions and away from
heat and open flames. Also, keep the material away from strong
oxidizing agents.

Other precautions: Notify local fire companies of the presence of large quantities of
foam.
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EXPOSURE CONTROLS AND PERSONAL PROTECTION

Ventilation:

Respiratory protection:

Protective gloves:

Eye Protection:

Protective clothing:

Hygienic work practices:

No special requirements.

Dust masks are recommended for general handling. Use
NIOSH/MSHA-approved organic cartridges when cutting the
foam using hot wires.

Use impervious puncture-resistant gloves.

ANSI-approved Chem workers goggles.

None required.

None required.

STABILITY AND REACTIVITY

Stability: Stable under normal pressure.

Incompatibility: Reacts with steam at elevated temperatures and produces
isocyantes. It is also attacked by strong oxidizing agents.

Conditions to avoid: Temperatures of over 300”F.

Hazardous decompo-
sition products: Polyols, isocyanates, NOX,and CN_.
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Cleaning Apparatus
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[57] ABSTRACT

A method of cleaning polyurethane foams where the mate-
rial is transpmed through a wash station while alternately
soaking the polyurethane foam in an organic solvent and
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EFFICIENTCONTINUOUSDRYERFOR
YURETHANEFOAMANDFLEKIBLEPOL

CLEANTNGAPPARATUS
CO1-JTR4CKJALORIGINOFTHE~ON

TheUnitaiStatesGovcmmcnthasrightsinthisinvention-5
pursuant to Contract No. W-31-109-6JG-38 between the
U.S. Depamnent of Energy and The University of Chicago
representing Argomc National Laboratory.

BACKGROUND OF THE ~ON

This invention relates to a continuous precess for cleaning
and drying ficxiile porous materials such as foam and more
parricul.wiy. pcdyure$hanc foam recovcrcd from foam con-
taining waste swcams such as automobile shredder residue.
Contaminants in the foam prharily are oils and other
orgardcs as weU as dirL

Specifically. the invcnrion relates to appamtus and system
for processing the foam through a series of dcviccs which
repeatedly squeeze and release the foam to allow solvent in
a washing appamtus to infiltrate the pose strucmre of the
foam and then be mccbanically squeezed Utezcfrom a plu-
rality of times.

In addition to which the invention includes apparatus fw
rinsing tie cle.srtcd foam to rid the foam of the organic
solvents and thcrcak to dry the foam also with repeated
mechanical squeezing of the foam to reduce the amount of
time the foam resides in the solvent transfer station (referred
to here sometimes as a rinse station) and the dryer. Complete
flow processes are disdosed for reqcling and treating
various waste streams from the wailing station. the rinsing
station. and the drying station.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A principal object of the present invention is to provide a
systemfor removing organic oils. scascs and inorganic dirt
Ikurlfoaml ikcmatends“ and more particularly. from poly-
urethane foam from automobile shredder residue.

Artier objed of the invention is to provide a system
including a washing station. a rinsing or solvent rrattsfK
station and a drying station in which the resident time of the
foam in any station is sborL

Yet another object of the ~eaent invention istoprovidea
systemofthetypesetfmdritswhichtheorganicsolventand
waterinthesystemamrecoveredand recycled for continu-
ous use. thereby mhdmidng emissions to the environment

The invention consists of certain novel f=turcs and a
combiion of parts hereiicx fully described. illustmtcd
in SACaccompanying drawings. and particularly pointed out
in the appcndcsi claims. it being understood that various
changes in the details maybe made without c@t?ing from
the spbiL or =CI’ifiCitSgany Ofthe dVSJJ@gCSOfthe Pre%nt
invention.

BRIEF DESCRIFIION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic process flow diagram showing tbe
system. apparatus and method of the present inventiow

FIG. 2 is a schematicrqmscntation of the washingstation
of the presentinventior.

FIG. 3 is a schematic representationof the rinsing or
solvent transfer station of the present invention: and

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of the drying station
of the present invention.

DEIXLED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PRRZNUD EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the drawings. there is disclosed in ~G.
I a foam treatment process 56 which inchsrk a washing
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station 55. a solvent transfer station 85 and a drying station
125. More particularly. by reference to FIG. 2. the washing
station 55 includes a M& 56 which has a sloping botrom
portion 57 Icadirrg to an outlet 58. The W 56 is enclosed
by a cover 59 which is povidcd with an infct dmte 60
through which dirty foam is fed into the wading station 55.
A pair of rollers 61 is positioned within the chute 64 to
provide both feeding mechankm as well as a vapor 1A
mecbanismfor the washing station 55. thereby to prevent tie
escape of organic solvent vapors tim the station 55. A
plurality of clean solvent supply ports 63 spaced axially of
the longitudinally extending washing station55 are provided
to introduce clean solvent into the washing station. The
solvent can aIso be supplied in a countetilow made with
respect to the foam to increase the dirt loading in the solvent
and reduce the rate at which the solvent is regenerated.

Inside the washing statioft 55 is a Longitudinallyextending
support bed 65 which includes a paforate base plate 66
wbicb maybe rna& of any suitable material such as Teflon
or staitdess steel on which is suppmted a mesh conveyorbdt
67 extending around pulleys 68 positioned one at the inlet
end of the washing station 55 and the other toward USCoutlet
end of tbe washing station.

An orbital motion bed or plate 70 having a chamfered
inlet surface 71 is supported on a pair of cccastic drives 72.
one of which is provided with an eccentric drive mota 73.
As disdosed in FfG. 2. the orbitaf motion M 70 rotates in
a Count=drxlr wise direction so as to move foam from the
inletchute 60 tkzeof toward the outlet end of tbe washing
station 55. This fcaward motion is promoted by the slippage
at the wire medt iding bdtdue to the forward shear force
estabfisbed through tbe foam by the bed. An outlet feed
conveyor 75 is located at the outlet end of the washing
station 55 and is providcdwith a conveyor belt 76 positioned
around a pair of pulleys 77 which receives pieces of poly-
urethane foam fi-om the conveyor bdt 67 and tramports
same angularly upwardly out of the wnshing station 55. A
pair of sqrseezercdkrs 80positiotred intmmdmte. thepfkys
77 phyaicaliy COmpSCSSthe foam as it kdVCS thC WSShiOg
station 55 so as to express fluid such that the foam leaviug
tbewadting station 55hasabsorbedtbcmirsflu idgcncxaUy
not more than about its own weight.

Fiially. a cover 81is positioned over the outlet patinn of
the station 55 coo~ating with the cover59 entirely to dme
the washing station 55 to pwent the escape of organic
SOh43ttVSPOSSitltO thc St030SphK=

Solvents suitable for use in the washing station 55 are
perddoroetbyic.nc. tctrachlorocthylene. various dcobtds.
amtone. hexane. and various mixtures tbcnxtf indltding.
“green solvents” (that is biodegradcablc solvents) atongwitb
.othcr ormnic solvents which are suitable to dissolve strst~

55

60

65

mobile ;Us and greases normally found in polyurethane
foarnfrom automobile shreddcrresidue. Although ttteinven-
tion is described with reference to the preferred organic
solvent pexchloroethylertc. it is not meant to be iimitissg in
any way whatsoever. but merely for illustmtive purposes
only. In addition. the reciprocating bed is one way to squeeze
the foatu other forms including rollers and pressure can be
used to accomplish the same objective. ‘llds is also true in
the case of the solvent exchange bed desuibed bdow.

Refernng now to FfG. 3. there is disclosed the solvent
transfer station 85 which includes a solvent extraction tank
86 provided with a sloping bottom 87 and an outlet 88. A
cover 89 covers thcmajority of the rank86.Thetank86 may
txsirniLsr ori&ntical inmost respects tothetank56. AtS
inlet %3 receives foam from the washing station 55 and
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introduces the foam segmentsinto the solvent transfer or
MSCstation.Aplurrdity of clean water supply pats 93 feed
water into the extraction tank 86 to a level which covers a
support bed 95positioned below a paforated baseplate%
also below a mesh conveyor belt 97 positioned around a pair s
of pulleys 98. ‘fltc configuration is similar to that ptwiously -
&sczibed for the washing station 55.

An orbkd bed 100 is positioned slightly above the
conveyor belt 97. the orbital bed having a cimtnfered inlet
surface 101 and a pair of emetic drives 102. one of which ,0
being connected to an eccentric drive motor 103. The orbii
motion of the bed 100 is corsntcrclock wise as is the orbhal
motion of the bed 70. bc?hof which move downwardly and
to the right as viewed in the drawings in order to compress
@yuretbane foam segments which are positioned bawecn 15
the bed and the adjacent conveyor belt and support bed
underneath same.

An outfeed conveyor 105 is located at the end of the trmk
86 away from the irdet 90 and includca a conveyor belt 106
positioned around a pair of pulleys 107. JntcmMW“ ethe
pulleys 107 are squeeze rolkrs 110whichcoopaateto
expresswaterfromfhe@yrtrethanefoambeingrranrporred
ontheconveyor106sothatthefoam”containswaternotin
excessofaboutitsownweightasitleavestherinsingstation
85.A cover111is positionedovertheconveyor105to
enclose the advent smmsferor rinse station 85 in the same
manner that the washing station 55 is enclmed. tbacby to
pevent the evaporation of any organic solvent to the aSmo-
apim~ Vapors such as steam and evaporated solvent ate
conduaed out of the solvent transfer es rinse station 85 by
means of a vapor duct 115 connected to the top of covcx 89
onthetankt% bymcansofapair ofcmduits 116. thevapor
dtiw~mmadm m*msfm219(uak
described). so that the rinsing station 85 as well as the
washing station 55 an operated unda negative pssure.
Also not shown: vapors are condensed and, separated. Sol-
vent refluxes to the solvent rank and water refiuxes to the
Water taltk

llre dtyittg station IX is more pasticuhuiysbownin PfG.
4 and includes ~ cJongated chamber 126 povkted with an
cttclosure 127. An inlet whute 1.30 directs foam segments
from the rinsing station 85 to a conveym bdt 131 extending
axiallyof the drying station 125. the belt being supputed by
a pair of pulleys 132.one of which is connecmd to a motcr
135 for tmmpordng the conveyor belt IX in a clockwise
direction thereby to move the polyurethane foam segments
from the irdet end of the dryer 125 to the outlet end of the
dryer.

Aphsrrdity of tmrrsvcrsdy extending axially spaced apatt
bottorttrollers 136 are positioned Mow the upper flight of
the conveyor bdt KU and cooperate with a plurality of
roUers 137 in registry with selected ones of the bottom
rollers 136. The top rollers 137 are sping loaded as at X38
to provide a plurality of compressions to the polyurethane
foam being transported on the conveyor belt 131. Actually.
the springs provi& relief against incompressible contami-
nants su~ as metal tramp. Ncmnally. tixcd rollers compress
foam adequately. Springs arc for safety. and the gap-between
the upper roller and belt is typically ‘.. inch. and can be
adjusted. Each compression of the polyurethane foam as it
passes through the pairs of rollers 136.137 causes hot moist
air to be expressed from the foam to be replaced interme-
diate the rollers by hot dry air as the foam expands. While
being squeezed. the hot belt roller aids in evaporation by
direu heat condssctiorLThe succession of squeezing steps
fditates the drying of the foam such that the foam can trf -
Whlasbahtl sfimdtitiekhtie
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drying station 125. Air is introduced into the drying station
125 through a plurality of hot ak inlets 140 and hot air is
removed tkom the drying station IX by a plurality of wet air
discharge conduits 141. Ile movement of air in the dryiig
station 125 is in a cross courrtercurrent mode relative to the
foam moving through the drying station born the left to the
right as viewed in the drawing. The combination of cross
current and cmmtcrcmnt flow enhances the drying ef6-
cienq in the drying station’IX

An outlet cixste 145 is locat~ at the rizht hand end of the
drying s~”on 125 and incht&s a pair o~vapor lock rollers
146 preventing cold air contamination.

Operation of the system will now be explained by refa-
encg particularly to FIG. 1 of the drawings.

Referring now to FIG. 1. there is seen that segments of
polyurethane foam are fed via a eonveyca or other suitable
mechanism 150 into the wash station 55. The wash station
55 has suitable o~atdc solvent therein such as pert main-
ti~zafiqtid levdtitie~~ wmmmvmtie~
70 at its highest point. The csbital kcd 70 is operated such
that segments of foam passing between the &d and the

‘w ~ ~ asc ~~d between about 20 and abcm
100 trees during the transportation tbmtgb the wash station
55. There is a direct rdationship between the geometry of
the cccentsic ddvc and the forward progress stroke. The
present design addevcs akeut 1 inch of forward motion
stroke. The ffequency does not affect the number of
squeezes. but does change the residence time. llse paiodic
squeezing of the foam seswcsto enhance the dissolution of
any grease and oiI in USCfoam as welI as dislodging
incrgardc dirt and ~“t from the foam. all of which COIISCSS
at the IMttorttof tieti%.~e~umfig rwdkfiotitie
discharging of the dirt loaded solvent out of the farn to be
replaced with cleaner solventand thus enbanees the cleaning
effiaency. The &sty solvenL dirt and grit. exits the tardc56
through an outlet line 151 which branches as at line 152 to
a pump 153. the pump 153 setves to transport dirty solvent
and solids into a hydrocydotte155.Avalve154isinthelirte
151savestocontrolwhensolventisremovedfiomtietank
% throughtheoUtktS8dSCSeOf.

Thehydmc@one1550pmt.esinthesamemannffasmy
otherhydrocycloneandisprovidedwitha solidoutlet156
andanovaheadline157.Theovahcadline157trenches
intoaline158controlledbyavalve159whichr~des to
theinletendofthepumpE3 toproviderccydeabilityof
theoverheadftom the hydrccyclone 155. Valves 161 and
163 are used to wads down the bottom of the tank56 to rid
the tank of accumulated dirt and sludge.

Accordingly. it is seen that cleaned pac or other SOIVenL
if used. from the hydrocyclone155.canberecycledto the
tarskS6atavarietyoflocationstoprovi&cleanersolvent
to thefoamsegmentsastheyenterthetank56.as they
proceedthroughthetank56andastheyareexitingthetank
56.‘IYIchydrocycione155extractsdirt.but notsoluble
components. ‘IIIe latter is controlled by continuous distilla-
tion.

A line 156 from the bottom of the hydrocyclonc ES is
branched as at 167 and cuntrolIcd by VSIVC168 torecyde the
bottoms fkom the hydtocyclone back through the pump 153.
and hence. into the hydnxyclone again for further separa-
tion. If the valve 163 is dosed. then the bottoms from the
hydmqclone 155 are transported to a solid catch or drum
170 which is provided with an overbead Jisre 171 which
ids to the pump 153 via the line 152 The solid catch or
drum 176 is also provi&d with a stisra 173 or agitator so
thatthematcsMirs Usedtumsis agitatedduring tbemmoval
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of same through the outlet Iine 175 controlled by a valve
177. A pump 176 pulls and transports the bottoms ii’om USC
drum 170 to a disdlation facility. not shown.

Finally. a pcrc rcflux line 178 is provirtcd horn the cover
181 of the washing station 55 back to the tank56 so thatperc 5
squeezed horn the foam during the transfer thereof from the-
washing station 55 to the rinsing m solvent mansfer station
85 by psssage through the squeeze rolls 80 can be recycled
into the tank 56 and not be wasted.

Still referring to FIG. 1 of the drawings. the rinse or 10
solvent transfer station 85 is provided with a dirty water
outkt line 181 connected to the discharge @ 88 which
leads through a line 182 to a pump 183 for rransportafion the
dirty water horn the tinsing or solvent transfer station to a
hydrocyclone 185. A valve 184 is positioned in the line 181 15
intermediate the discbargc port 88 and the pump 183 to
control the discharge cycles fkom the rinse station 85. &
my& iIOS@d. SomeOfthe WStCtin the rinsingstation~
is contaminated with orgardc solvent and grit or dirt dragged
over tloro the washing station 55 by the residual liquid in the ~
foam segments ttanqmrted into the wash station through the
inlet chute 90. Technically. the water steam strips the solvent
and an additional function of the water is to dissolve water
soluble dirt rernairdng in the foam.

The hydrocyclone 185 is similar in construction to the ~
hydrocyclone 155 and is provided with a bottoms outlet 186
and an ovaisead line 187. The overhead line 187 Ieads to a
recycle line 188 controlled by a valve 189. the recycle line
188 feeding to the inks end of the pump 183. Valves 191 and
193 are used in wash down purposes as previously ~
dcscrii

Vslves 193 and 194 control the recirculation of hot water
from tie hater 190 to the rinse tank 86. the hot waterirr tie
tank 186 generally being maintained in the range of from
about 85° C to about 100° C. fcr opdmum results..water 35
temprature5 in excess of 100” C. causes too mrsds water to
evaporate while tempemtums less than about 85° C. require
the foam to be in the rime station 85 longer than the desired
15minutcs. ingenmd. the foamkpmsent intbe rinse
station in the ranze of from about 3 to about 15 mimstes . .
which isthesame-xtheresidencetimeof thepcdyumbane
foam in the wmh station.

The hydrocyclone 185 with the bottoms or solids outlet
186 is also Fovirkd with a recycle line 297 with a control
vaive 198 to regcie a pcmion of the outlet from the
hydrocyclone 185. the bottoms 186 lditsg to a solids
~~ drum 209 similar to the dnsm 170.A Owdsed ~e
201lads to the recycle circuit previously desm~ while a
stirrer or agiratcx 203 is ~ovided in the drum 200 so that
when the valve 207 is cqxned and the outlet line 205 is
activated. liquids as well as solids lmve the drum 200 and
are transported through the line 175 and the pump 176 to a
distillation facility. not shown.

The rinsing station 85 and moreparticularlytheW 86
is povided with an ovethead cutlet 211 connected to the
vapor duct 115. the line 213 leading to a pair of condensers
212 and 213 imerconnetsed by a line 214. An outlet line 216
from the dondenser 212 joins an outlet line 217 +rom the
con&nser 213 and leads to a decanter 225 which separates
any pert horn the water and recycles the pert through line
226 to Usewashing station 55 and the water through line 227
to the rinse station 85. Aoothcr line 218 from condenser 213
controlled by exhaust fan 219 rransmiting vapw such as
non-condensableair with residurd pcrc and water to a carbn
bcd filter 220 for tinal d=ning.

F~y. a water reflux line 229 is ~ovided in the outlti
mnveyor 1~ from the rinse station 85 to the dryer IX

6
thmeby to conserve water and to recycle same as it is
squeezed tiom the foam as the foam leaves the rinse station
85.

The foam leaving the rinse station 85 is transported to the

dryer through the inlet HO thereof where it encounters hot
air preferably rtraintaiisedin the range of from about 100” C.
to abut 150° C. 150° C. is lower than the decomposition
tcmpemmre of the prefetm.i solvent pcrc and rdso lower than
the degradation tempcmmre of the polyurethane foam com-
monly fosstrdin automobile shredder residue If the system
is used for different foams or with different solvents tire

@@ w~me my be higher m lower. but its any case
itisirnpommt thatthemaxinmm temperature for the hot air
be less than the lower of the decmnposition tempemturc of
the solvent and the degradation temperature of the foam. b
general. the residence time of the foam in the @ing station
~ktie-e=ti tiew*tion55 mdticti~tion
85 and that is between about 3 and about 15 minutes.

The orbital beds 70 and 100. respectively in the washing
station 55 and the tinsing station 85. are qcrated to provide
about 20 and about 100 squeezes of the foam as it passes
along the respecdve conveyor .’ilteconveyors are preferably
not driven. The index in response to shear force transmitted
through the foam as the bed moves to the right in the bottom
portion of the stroke It has been found that this number of
squeezes significantly cnhattces the washing eiliaency in the
wash station 55 and the rinsing efficiency in the rinse station
85.

Bemuse all three pieces of quipment are completdy
covered. and the system is opatcd at negative pcmsre.
little if any orgardc solvent evaporates into the atmosphere.
The vapor from the condensers 2X2 and 213 is ~
viaalitte 218atrdaprnp219 toa carbon filter bed220
thereby to pvent the dischmge of any organic vapw to the
atzttospktre.

As can be seen. tberefora the system 50 desrnbed is a
completely closed so that the fluids and the vsqmra from the
avstem are sdwavs used to the mximurn amomtt with the

- O-rrlymaterial&i-ng dirchamed fkom the solid capture dtttms
170and2Qo. - -

While thcrehas been disdosed what is considered to be
the @krred embodiment of the present invention. it is
understock that various changes in the &tails maybe made

4s without &parting hm the spirit. or sacrificing any of the
advantages of the present invention. ‘lIwse changes include
but are not Iirtdted to the use of different solvents. varicxts
ways of squeezing the foam. mtd different methods of

so moving the foam through the beds.
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive

propeny m privilege is claimed arc ~ed as follows:
1. A method of cleaning polyurethane foam. comprising

transporting polyurethane foam from a source thereof
ss through a wash statimt while ahernately soaking the poly-

urethane foam in a liquid bath of an organic soIvent and
squeezing solvent from the polyurethane foam a plurality of
times. transporting the polyurethane foam through a rinse
station. transporting the rinsed polyurethane foam to a

60 ~tng station wherein the foam is repeatedly squeezed
while being exposed to hot air. and continuously removing
wet air from the drying station.

2. The method of claim 1. wherein the organic solvent is
PercbIoroethylene.

6s 3. The method of claim 1. wherein the polyurethane foam
is squeezed between about 20 and about 100 times during

transpmation thrcugh the wash station.
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4.me methodofclaim1.whereiothepolyurethanefoam
ismaintainedin thewashstatiossfromabout3 minutesto
about 15 minutes. . . . . .

5. The method of cfaim 1. wherein the foam is Msed with
water in the rinse station.

6. The method of claim S. wherein the water in the ritt=
station is maintained at a tempcramre in the range of from
shut 85” C to about 100° C. to produce a vapor mixture of
solvent and water. and further cornfxisirrg the step of trans-
porting the vapormixtureoutof therinsestationunder
vacuum.

7. The method of claim 6. wherein the wash station and
the drying station am operated at negative pressure.

8. ‘he method of claim 1. wherein the polyurethane foam
is maintained in the rinse station between about 3 minutes
and about 15 minutes.

9.The method of claim 1. wherein the temperamrcof hot
air in the drying station doesnot exceedabout 150° C.

10.The method of claim 9. wherein the organic solvent
hasa decompositionempemmseandthepolyureibatte foam
has adcgradationtcmperature andthetcrtrpcrature of the hot
airintherhying stadonis maitmdncd atatetnp=ature that
is less than the lower of the decomposition tempemtm of
the solvent rx the degra&tion tc~aturc of the polyure-
thane foam

11. The method of claim 10. wherein the polyurethane
fosm is maintained in the drying station beswcenabout3
minutes to about 15 minutes.

12. Amethodofcleaningf)olyuretiarrefoam.corsqxising
transportingpolyurethanefoamthrougha longitudinally
extendingwashstationwhile*crnatelysoakingthepoly-
trrcihanefoamwhiIeimmcr~ in anorganicsolventand
s-queering solvent from the polyurethane foama plurality of
times by comprising the polyurethane foam as it passes
axially through the wash station. conveying the polyure-
thane foam from the wash station to a rinse station. Uasrs-

@g the Polyurcthanef- through a watcrrinse station.
conveying the pelyttrethane foam from the water rinse
sration toadrying atation. tram@mg“ the rinsed po@tre-
thsne foam through a longitudimiliy extending @ing sta-

tion wherein the pc@relhane foam is reptcdly squeemd
while being exposed to hot air. and continuously removing
wet air tiom the drying station.

13. lltc method of claim 1. wherein the wash station has
a longitudinally atcndingplaten spaced from a path along
which the polyurethane foam travds through the wash
station. and rcpeatcdy moving the platen toward and away
from the polyurethane foam during transportation thereof
through the wash station to cutnpess the polyurethane foam
a plurafity of times during passage of the polyurethane foam
through the wash station.

.,

14. The method of cfaim 13. wherein the polyurethane
foam is transported through the wash station on a conveyor
bdt positioned Mow the platen.

15. The method of claim 14. whtrein an outfeed conveyor
is located adjacent the conveyor belt for rcceivhg polyure-
thane foam from the conveyor belt after the foam has been
compressed a plurality of times by movement of the platen
and conveying USCpolyurethane foam out the organic sol-
vent in the wash ST&on.

16. The method of claim 15. wherein roller assemblies
associated with the outfeed conveyor mechanically aqueczc
solvent from the polyurethane foam until the rcmined sol-
vent in the polyumthme foam does not exc.e.d about the
waght of the polyurethane foam
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17. The method of claim 15. wherein the water in the rinse

station is maintained at a temperature in the range of from
about 85°C. to about 10IYC.. the wash station and the rinse
station being maintained at negative Fcssure.

18. The method of claim 17. wherein solvent and water
evaporated during @on of the rinse station are sepa-
rated with water being recycled to the rinse station and
solvent being recycled to the wash station.

19. The method of claim 17. whereio polyureshme foam
is tmmported through a plurality of axially spaced apart
rofkrs in the drying station altcrnarcly to squeeze and
expand the foam

20. The melhod of claim EL whereirt the organic solvent,
has a &canposition temperature and the polyurethane foam
has a degradation temperature and hot airflow in the @ing
station is Lmth counter current and cross cmrent to the
direction of foam traveL

21. ‘fhe method of claim 20. wherein the hot air tempem-
tum in the drying station is mainraincd at a temperature that
does not exceed the les~ of the demmpodtion tempcmm
of the solvent m the degradation mmpemmre of the foatn

22. A methmi of cl-g polyurethme foam having a
de~dation temperature. comprising transptting polyure-
thane foam through a wash station having a bath of caganic
solvent having a decomposition temperature while rdtcr-
natdy sealing the polyurethane foam in a bath of the
organic solvent and mechardcally squeezing solvent from
the polyurethane foam a plurality of times to produce
~~~~e fO=t C@lDK than at entry and solvent con-
~Cd with diSSOkd O~tiC Ok and isWrgUdCditt
disperd in the solvent. removing contaminated organic
solvent and tmmprdng same to a qdone separator to
remove inorganic dirt and to an evaporator to acpxate dean
organic solvent. rccyding ckan organic solvent to the wash
station mmpmhng- the polyurethane foam from. the wash
station through a hot water rinse station. dkctiztg water
vapor and organic solvent vapor from the hot water rinse
st.idon and sqamdng the mnstituerrts to rccyde the organic
solvent to the wash station and the water to the rinse station.
tmnspdng the rinsed polymethane foam Ihm the rinse
station to a drying station wherein the foam is mpeatdy
squeezed by passing through rollers to squeeze the foam
while being expxeri to counter current and uoss current hot
air ata tempcmtureless than the lowex of the decomposition
tempmtre of the organic solvent and the degradation
temperature of the polyurethane foam. and continuously
removing wet air from the dying station.

23. The malsod of claim 22. wherein the organic solvent
is pcrddoroclhyIene.

24. The method of claim 23. whmkin the residence time
of tbepolyurethane foam in the wash station is not more than
about 15 minutes.

X. The method of claim =. whKein the residsnm thte
of the polyurethane foam in thcrinsc station is trotmore than
about 15 minutes.

26. The method of claim 23. whereio the reai&nce time
of the polyurethane foam in the drying station is nor more
than about 15 minutes.

27. The method of claim 22. wherein the polyurethane
foam is squeezed between abwt 20 to about 100 times in
each of,the wash station and the rinse station and the drying

station.
28: Amerhod of ckaning polyurethane foam compiSkIg

transfwling polyurethane foam tiom a source thereof
through.a wash station while altcmatcly soaking the poly-
urethane foam in a liquid bath of an organic sc4vent ad
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squeezing solvent from the polyurethane foam a plurality of wet air from the drying station. wherein said wash ssation is
times. transporting the polyurethane foam through a rinse maintained at negative pressure to prevent esmpe of solvent
station. transporting the rinsed polyurethane foam to a vapors to the atmosphere.
drying station wherein the foam is repeatedly squeezed

while being exposed to hot air. and continuously removing .* **=

I
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Appendix F
Chemistry of the Waste Streams

This appendix contains the results of the TCLP analysis of the waste streams generated by
the continuous foam cleaning Process. Table F. 1 gives the results for the solid waste stream,
Table F.2 gives the results for the oil waste stream, and Table F.3 gives the results for the waste
water stream. The results show that all three waste streams are not hazardous.

Table F.1 Results of the TCLP Analysis of the
Solid Waste Generated by the Continuous
Foam Cleaning Process

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (mg/L)

Metals:

Arsenic <0.05 5
Barium 2.56 100

Cadmium 0.51 1
Chromium 0.22 5

Organics:

Benzene <0.1 0.5
Carbon tetrachloride <0.1 0.5
Chlorobenzene <1 100
Chlordane <0.02 0.03
Chloroform <1 6
0 Cresol <10 200

M Cresol <10 200

P Cresol <10 200
2,4 D <5 10.0
1,4 Dichlorobenzene <5 7.5
1,2 Dichlorobenzene <0.1 4.3
1,1 Dichlorobenzene <0.1 0.7
2,4 Dinitrotoluene <0.1 0.13
Endrin <0.01 0.02

Heptachlor <0.004 0.008
Heptachlor epoxide <0.004 0.008
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Table F.1 (Cont.)

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (m@L)

Metals:

Lead 0.96 5
Mercury <0.002 0.2
Selenium <0.05 1
Silver <0.2 5

Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachloroethane
Lindane
Methyl ethyl ketone
Methoxychlor
Nitrobenzene
Pentachlorophenol
Pyridine

Tetrachloroethene
2,4,5 TP (Silvex)

Toxaphene
Tnchloroethene
2,4,5 Trichlorophenol
2,4,6 Trichlorophenol
Vinvl chloride

<0.4
<2
<0.3

<10
<8
<1.5

<10
<4
<0.5
<0.8
<0.4

<0.4
<20
<1
<0.1

0.13
3
0.4

200
10.0
2

100

5
0.7
1.0

0.5
0.5

400
2
0.2
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Table F.2 Results of the TCLP Analysis of the
Oil Waste Generated by the Continuous Foam
Cleaning Process

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (mg/L)

letals:

Arsenic 0.019 5
Barium <1 100
Cadmium 0.62 1
Total chromium <0.05 5
Hexavalent chromium <0.05

kganics:

Vinyl chloride <0.1 0.2

1,1 Dichloroethene <0.1 0.7
Methyl ethyl ketone <0.1 200
Chloroform <0.1 6

1,2 Dichloroethane <0.1 0.5
Carbon tetrachloride <0.1 0.5
Benzene <0.1 0.5
Trichloroethene <0.1 0.5
Tetrachloroethene 0.161 0.7
Chlorobenzene <0.1 100
1,4 Dichlorobenzene <0.1 7.5
Pyridine <0.025 5
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Table F.2 (Cont.)

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (mg/L)

Metals:

Lead 5

Mercury 0.2

Selenium 1

Silver 5

Organics:

O Cresol <0.025 200

M Cresol <0.025 200
P Cresol <0.025 200
Hexachloroethane <0.025 3

Nitrobenzene <0.025 2

Hexachlorobutadiene <0.025 0.5
2,4,5 Tnchlorophenol <0.025 400
2,4,6Trichlorophenol <0.025 2
2,4 Dinitrotoluene <0.025 0.13
Hexachlorobenzene <0.025 0.13
Pentachlorophenol <0.025 100

3.88
<0.005

<0.05
<0.05
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Table F.3 Results of the TCLP Analysis of the
Waste Water Generated by the Continuous
Foam Cleaning Process

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (mg/L)

Metals

Arsenic <0.01 5

Barium <1 100

Cadmium <0.05 1

Total chromium <0.05 5

Hexavalent chromium <0.05

Organics:

Vinyl chloride <0.05 0.2

1,1Dichloroethene 0.136 0.7

Methyl ethyl ketone <0.05 200

Chloroform <0.05 6

1,2 Dichloroethane <0.05 0.5
Carbon tetrachlonde <0.05 0.5
Benzene <0.05 0.5
Tnchloroethene <0.05 0.5
Tetrachloroethene <0.05 0.7
Chlorobenzene <0.05 100
1,4 Dichlorobenzene <0.05 7.5
Pyridine <0.025 5
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Table F.3 (Cont.)

Concentration RCRA Max
Material (mg/L) (mg/L)

Metals:

Lead 0.39 5

Mercury <0.005 0.2

Selenium <0.05 1

Silver <0.05 5

0 Cresol
M Cresol
P Cresol
Hexachloroethane
Nitrobenzene
Hexachlorobutadiene
2,4,5 Trichlorophenol
2,4,6 Trichlorophenol
2,4 Dinitrotoluene
Hexachlorobenzene
Pentachloro~henol

<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025
<0.025

200
200
200

3
2
0.5

400
2
0.13
0.13

100

I
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